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ABOUT US
Spring Health Products, Inc. is a recognized industry leader in the
manufacture of diamond burs, LED curing lights, hand-pieces and
laboratory rotary and is committed to research and the continued
advancement of materials science to bring innovative dental products
to the market. Our products are made in the USA and have received the
highest clinical evaluations. We have been producing premium quality
diamonds for more than 30 years! Our factory is located in Norristown,
Pennsylvania. Backed by Spring Health Products 100% satisfaction
guarantee.

Spring LED Curing Lights

Handpieces

Lab Rotary

Spring Health Products, Inc.
705 General Washington Avenue
Norristown, PA 19403 USA
Phone: 610.630.9171
Toll-Free: 1.800.800.1680
Fax: 610.630.9730
customercare@springhealthproducts.com
www.springhealthproducts.com

Celebrating
Request a FREE sample of your
favorite diamond bur shape and
grip by emailing or calling us.

“A quality diamond that has the speed and durability
to compete with any diamond on the market.”

				

Andrew Deak, MD, DMD - Elyria, OH

30 Years!

AWARD WINNING

SINGLE-PATIENT USE DIAMONDS

“The burs cut like butter... even after the first use.”

				

Joseph Lichter, DDS - Brooklyn, NY

“Felt like I was using an Electric Handpiece when I really wasn’t!”
TURBO DIAMONDS

FASTEST & SHARPEST CUT!
LESS CHAIR TIME, LESS TOOTH TRAUMA
Spring’s SinglePatient diamond
burs provide a
fresh, fast-cutting
bur every time
while improving
infection control,
expediting
procedures,
reducing patient
trauma and
decreasing
handpiece wear
and tear.

Spring turbo diamonds can reduce chair time by eliminating the use of an
additional instrument. The spiral design cuts a smooth axial wall as a single
instrument - diamond-free cooling zones that allow the cooling water to
flow. This bur cuts significantly cooler, making it suitable for use in the bulk
reduction required for crown preps and little or no finishing is required.

Spring’s Advanced Diamond Bonding Technology
secures diamonds to the shank with maximum
staying power thus ensuring that there is NO loss of
diamonds. The diamond particles are ingrained at the
optimum depth for the most cutting surface possible
and no bald spots. Bald spots or over-plating on the
bur reduces speed causing heat and risks trauma
to the tooth. Spring’s long experience in diamond
plating has made them excel at diamond covering the
tips of the bur - the hardest part to cover.

CONCENTRIC SHANK NO WALK-OUT
A sharper tool
every time!

3.9T

Highest quality all natural diamonds, blocky in
shape, tougher and longer lasting.

•

Uniform diamond partial size for better cutting,
smoother preparations and less vibration.

•

True Super Coarse Grit - a claim most
competitors cannot state. Plating 180µ is not
easy. The bur cuts much faster with larger grits.

•
•

Precision tip coverage - The Spring Diamonds
always cut crisp clear margins.
Made in USA- Manufactured in America with
pride and adhering to tough FDA rules and
regulations.
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Premium
Diamonds at
Economical
prices!

SPRING DIAMOND BENEFITS
•

o
Turb

Always a fast,
smooth, vibration
free cut!

5.5

Diamonds stay
sharp with no
decrease in
cutting efficiency.
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Cuts like a new
multi-use bur at
a fraction of the
cost!

Concentric bur Shanks that are micro-precisely
calibrated with the strictest tolerances on shank
diameter in the industry for a secure fit and made
with premium 420 heat treated stainless steel
ensures less turbine wear giving a smooth, fast cut
with no chatter or vibration.
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GRIT LEGEND
773.9S
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Xtra Fine 30μ=XF....................
Fine 100μ=F..............................
Medium 130μ=M....................
Coarse 145μ=C.......................
Super Coarse 180μ=SC.......

